
A  V I D E O  B A S E D  L E S S O N

T H E  

S N O W M A N

Students watch the magical film. 

Sing the hit song.  Learn "snow" words. 

Order events. Answer questions. 

Retell the story.

A short film by Peter Briggs

https://resources.eltbuzz.com/


The Snowman – By Raymond Briggs 
1. Look at the pictures below. Guess the story and try to put the story in order. Write a

sentence for each picture.

1. The story begins.

12. The snowman melted!



2. Watch the video and describe the action in your group. Use the key words below.

3. Look at the pictures above. Were you right?  Retell the story based on the pictures.

4. Listen to the song – Walking in the Air. Sing Along!

     Walking in the Air – The Snowman 

We're walking in the air 
We're floating in the moonlit sky  
The people far below  
are sleeping as we fly 

I'm holding very tight 
I'm riding in the midnight blue 
I'm finding I can fly  
so high above with you 

Far across the world 
The villages go by like dreams 
The rivers and the hills,  
the forests and the streams 

Children gaze open mouthed 
Taken by surprise 
Nobody down below believes their eyes 

 got dressed   /   ran downstairs  /  went outside  /  played  /    built a snowman 

had a snack  /  went to bed   /   got up at midnight /  dressed  /    got hot   /    

showed   /    flew over the North Pole  /   met Santa   /    got home   /   melted   

We're surfing in the air 
We're swimming in the frozen sky 
We're drifting over icy  
mountains floating by 

Suddenly swooping low 
On an ocean deep 
Rousing up a mighty monster from his 
sleep 

And walking in the air 
We're dancing in the midnight sky 
And everyone who  
sees us greets us as we fly 

We're walking in the air 
We're walking in the air 

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=the-snowman
https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=walking-in-the-air
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Snow  Things 



NAME: Date:

SNOW - Compound Words

board

man

blower

ball

flake

cone

fall

plough

mobile

bank

bird

shoes

SNOW
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Read and study "snow" things 
on Gif Lingua.

https://book.giflingua.com/book/1469-snow-things


The Snowman – By Raymond Briggs 
1. Look at the pictures below. Guess the story and try to put them in order.

1. The story begins.

2. The boy gets dressed

3. The boy goes outside.

4. The boy makes a snowman.

6. Midnight. The snowman changes.

8. The snowman goes inside.

11. They meet Santa Claus. 9. They go for a ride.

10. They fly through the air.

7. The snowman is alive!12. The snowman melted!

5. The boy goes inside.



Please visit us! 
The largest and most complete lesson library on the web. 
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